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Chapter 3233 

“Cheng’er, go find your sixth brother. I want to ask him how he knows a 
pharmacist like Mr. Chen…” 

Ji Lianjun also wanted to know Do you know how Ji Yun and David met? 

Ji Cheng nodded and then found Ji Yun! 

Facing Ji Lianjun’s inquiry, Ji Yun didn’t hide too much and told everything 
about following David! 

Ji Lianjun and Ji Cheng were both stunned when they heard David’s various 
deeds! 

None of them could have imagined that David, a young monk who seemed to 
only be in the Fusion Realm, could actually defeat the Tribulation Realm! 

And he dared to offend the Demon-Sealing Alliance and kill the sub-ruler of 
the Demon-Sealing Alliance! 

“Sixth brother, you’re not lying, are you? If you put it this way, Mr. Chen is 
really a strange person.” 

Ji Cheng couldn’t believe it. After all, everything David did exceeded their 
knowledge! 

“Demon-Sealing Alliance, how dare he provoke the Demon-Sealing Alliance?” 

Ji Lianjun frowned slightly! 

After a while, Ji Lianjun told Ji Yun: “Xiannephew, remember, don’t mention 
Mr. Chen’s identity to anyone. If Mr. Chen really cures your grandfather, I will 
give you a sum of resources. Hurry up.” Get out of here.” 



“Besides, it’s a long way to Tianmo Mountain. You need a teleportation array. 
I can send someone to send you to Zhuhuang City. There is a teleportation 
array there that can teleport you to the Southern Territory.” “Uncle, should our 

Ji family have one? What happened? I always feel that you and eldest brother 
are hiding something from me.” 

Ji Yun looked at Ji Lianjun in confusion and asked! 

“It’s okay. In this yellow and blue city, our Ji family is the God. If anything 
happens, don’t think about it and let your elder brother take you around.” 

Ji Lianjun patted Ji Yun’s shoulder, and then asked Ji Cheng to take Ji Yun 
away! 

On the other side, after a night of refining, David refined the elixir for the old 
man of the Ji family and prepared to send the elixir to Ji Lianjun! 

But as soon as he walked out of the door, he saw sisters Ji Meiyan and Ji 
Meiling lingering at the door! 

“You two, what’s the matter?” 

David saw the two of them and asked! 

“Mr. Chen, we sisters are here to apologize to you, and my sister also wants 
to thank you.” “ 

Some time ago, we sisters did misunderstand you, and I hope Mr. Chen will 
not take offense.” “ 

Thank you very much Chen yesterday. Only with Mr.’s whip can my sister 
defeat Ji Meizhen.” 

Ji Meiling looked at David gratefully and said! 

“It doesn’t matter, Ji Yun and I are friends, these things are nothing.” 

David said with a faint smile! 

“Mr. Chen, do you have time? We would like to invite you to go for a walk on 
the street so that you can appreciate the beautiful scenery of our yellow and 
blue city.” Ji Meiling asked, “I was just about to go find your father. 



Your grandfather’s elixir The medicine is refined and ready to be taken,” 

David said! 

“Then we will take you there…” Ji Meiling said enthusiastically! 

David nodded, and then followed the two sisters towards Ji Lianjun’s mansion! 

Along the way, Ji Meiling was always talking and laughing with David, but the 
more powerful Ji Meiling was like a shy girl at the moment, always looking at 
David secretly without saying a word! 

There was a special emotion in Ji Meiyan’s eyes when she looked at David. 
David could actually detect it, but he pretended not to know anything! 

This Ji family is just a passerby. In a few days, they will leave for Tianmo 
Mountain! 

David didn’t want any emotional entanglements to remain in these few days! 

And David has no shortage of women. Huo Feng is always by his side. If 
David is in need, Huo Feng can definitely help him solve it! 

Ji Lianjun’s mansion is at the very back of the Ji family, which is also the edge 
of Huanglan City! 
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is surrounded by mountains behind, and the Ji family’s large mansion is built 
on the mountains! 

The entire Yellow and Blue City is built on the mountain, surrounding the Ji 
family’s large mansion! 

David looked at the mountains not far away and suddenly paused, as if he felt 
a familiar yet unfamiliar atmosphere! 

Seeing David suddenly stop and staring blankly at the mountains not far 
away, Ji Meiling quickly asked: “Mr. Chen, what’s wrong with you?” “ 

Oh, it’s nothing!” David quickly shook his head! 



“In those mountains is the ancestral land of our Ji family. All the ancestors of 
our Ji family are buried there. Only the men of our Ji family can enter that 
place, and we girls are not allowed.” Ji 

Meiling Follow David’s introduction! 

David looked at Ji Meiling and couldn’t help but laugh. He felt that this girl was 
too innocent to say such a thing to him! 

In any case, David can be considered an outsider, but this time Ji Meiling was 
not at all defensive and even revealed the ancestral land of the Ji family! 

Soon, David was brought into Ji Lianjun’s mansion. Ji Lianjun saw David 
coming and hurriedly got up to greet him! 

After hearing about David’s various glorious deeds yesterday, Ji Lianjun 
respects David even more! 

“Mr. Chen, do you have anything to do with me? If anything happens to you, 
just send someone to call me.” 

Ji Lianjun said very politely! 

“Master Ji, I have already refined the old man’s elixir. Now you only need to 
take the medicine according to my instructions to ensure that the old man can 
move within three days and recover in ten days.” David said confidently 

! 

Looking at David’s confident look, Ji Lianjun believed David’s words. After all, 
David’s alchemy skills were even surpassed by the Medicine Master! 

“Mr. Chen, thank you so much. Your kindness will be unforgettable to our Ji 
family…” 

Ji Lianjun said with gratitude! 

“Master Ji, you’re welcome. I am friends with Ji Yun, and these are what I 
should do.” After 

David finished speaking, he handed the elixir he refined to Ji Lianjun. 



After exchanging a few words, David turned around and was about to leave. 
Just as he was walking to the door, David suddenly stopped and looked at Ji 
Lianjun curiously: “Master Ji, on the way here, I saw the place not far away. 
There is a faint source of aura surging in the mountains, what is going on?” 

David was very curious, how could there be an origin of aura in the Ji family’s 
ancestral land. 

Hearing David’s question, Ji Lianjun was stunned and didn’t react for a 
moment! 

When David saw Ji Lianjun’s reaction, he hurriedly said: “Master Ji, I’m just 
curious and want to ask. If it’s not convenient to say, then don’t say 
anything…” David knew that this was his family’s property after all 

. Even if the secret is not told, David will not care! 

“Mr. Chen, there is nothing inconvenient!” Ji Lianjun smiled faintly, then looked 
at Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling and said, “You two go out to play, I will chat with 
Mr. Chen for a while…” Ji Lianjun 

said After the two daughters were driven away, he said to David: “Mr. Chen, to 
tell you the truth, that is the ancestral land of our Ji family. Our ancestors of 
the Ji family all died there, so that ancestral land remains. There is the origin 
of our ancestors of the Ji family.” 

Ji Lianjun’s words immediately made David even more confused: “Master Ji, 
the original power comes from heaven and earth. After the monk dies, the 
original space dies, and the original power in the original space also 
disappears. Will return to the world of heaven and earth. How can a person 
still retain his origin 

after death?” “Mr. Chen, you are right. After death, everything will turn into 
nothingness, and all kinds of power and breath will also return to the world of 
heaven and earth.” 

“However, there is another possibility, that is, in a void world, or setting up a 
magic circle to form an alien space, the original power of the monks who died 
in it will not dissipate between heaven and earth, but will be Stored in this void 
world, it forms the original power of chaos and ownerlessness.” 
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here are people outside the world, and there is a sky outside the world 

. “These original powers can be directly absorbed and refined, so they can be 
regarded as resources left by the ancestors to the descendants after their 
death.” “ 

But Mr. Chen How can a Fusion Realm monk know the origin? And he can 
also feel the origin’s breath?” 

Ji Lianjun was very curious! 

You must know that many experts come to the Ji family as guests, but they 
have never noticed the original aura of the Ji family’s ancestral land! 

“To be honest, I now have the power of origin, so I am more sensitive to this 
kind of origin aura.” 

David saw that Ji Lianjun did not hide it from him this time, so he directly told 
him that he had the power of origin! 

“What?” 

Ji Lianjun’s eyes widened instantly, with a look of disbelief on his face: “With 
the cultivation level of the Fusion Realm, you can feel the original power? Isn’t 
this too outrageous?” “I don’t know that Mr. Chen’s original space has been 
opened 

. How much is it and what does it look like?” 

David thought for a while and then said: “It’s the starry sky of the universe…” 
As soon as 

David finished speaking, Ji Lianjun was stunned, then shook his head and 
said: “David Sir, you are not joking with me. If you are in the Fusion Realm 
and can open up the source space and realize the power of the source, you 
are already a proud man of heaven.” “I have never heard that the source 
space will be the starry sky of the universe 

. , that is simply impossible.” 



Seeing that Ji Lianjun didn’t believe it, David could only smile slightly and said: 
“Master Ji, if you don’t believe it, you can sacrifice a ray of divine 
consciousness and go to my original space to take a look… ..” 

Ji Lianjun looked at David and found that David didn’t seem to be joking. He 
said with a little doubt: “Okay, then I’ll take a look…” 

A ray of consciousness instantly emerged from Ji Lianjun’s sea of 
consciousness. Dispersed, David did not stop it and directly let this ray of 
consciousness enter the sea of consciousness! 

Immediately afterwards, David brought Ji Lianjun into the original space! 

Ji Lianjun looked up at the starry sky and the countless stars in the sky, and 
he was completely stunned! 

Although the stars are all dark at first sight, with these countless stars and this 
endless origin space, God knows how many origins David can perceive and 
how much origin power he can store! 

“It’s terrible, it’s really terrible…” Ji Lianjun looked at it in shock and suddenly 
pointed at three shining stars and asked: “Mr. Chen, do those three shining 
stars mean that you have realized something?” Are there three origins?” 

David nodded and said: “Yes, I have already realized the origin of thunder and 
lightning, the origin of fire, and the origin of illusion.” “ 

No wonder, Mr. Chen has realized the origin of illusion, then we Ji The magic 
formation at home is nothing more than childish in front of Mr. Chen.” “ 

It seems that I have always underestimated Mr. Chen. I am really blind. It 
seems that I am totally wrong when I look at a person based on his realm 
alone.” 

Ji Lianjun was deeply shocked! 

He had never dared to imagine that a young monk in the Fusion Realm would 
have an original space like the universe and the starry sky in his body, and 
could also comprehend three kinds of original powers. If he hadn’t seen it with 
his own eyes, he wouldn’t have believed it even if someone told him. of! 



Ji Lianjun’s consciousness retreated from David’s body, and he was extremely 
shocked and excited! 

“Master Ji, you don’t need to be so excited. I am just an exception. There are 
not many like me.” “ 

If everyone was like me, the human world would have become a deserted 
place that day. “ 

David said with a faint smile! 

The resources David needs to improve are several times or even ten times 
that of other monks. If the heaven and human world were the same as David, 
all these resources in the human world would have been exhausted that day! 

“After meeting Mr. Chen, I finally understand the true meaning of there is 
someone outside the world and there is a sky outside the world.” 

Ji Lianjun sighed with emotion! 

 

 


